Looking For Inspiration For Your Own
Sustainable ‘Cost Saving’ Family Home?
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Together, we’re going to ‘build’ a sustainable home

— Geoff Gibson

The Satori is our city’s first 9 star display home...
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It can cut daily energy usage to about 32% of what a normal home
uses.
If you’re good with maths, you could work out what your own yearly saving
would be. If you tipped even just some of those savings into your mortgage,
how drastically would you cut down your loan time?
Most normal homes struggle to achieve a 6 star rating, averaging 3 or 4 stars,
but even our standard 8 star homes are no more expensive to build. For us, it’s
just common sense, and we wouldn’t — and couldn’t — build any other way.
In this 9 star display home we’ve included everything we know about
sustainability and energy efficiency, and then added another dimension that will
be important to all of us as we get older — adaptability.
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here in Toowoomba do you go when you want real advice about
building a genuinely sustainable home — with just a ‘normal’
home-building budget, not a stratospheric one?
Many in the building industry still can’t seem to get their heads around what it
means to build a sustainable home. But we find those who choose to come to
us are not only already pretty savvy about sustainability, they’re also determined.
They’re not fooled by inflated energy ratings where, in Queensland for example,
you get an extra energy star instantly added just by installing fans. Meaningless if
your goal is to save money.
Saving money is one of the major drawcards for building a sustainable
family home. Let’s forget for the moment lofty goals like saving the planet.
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Display Home ~ Open:
518 Hume Street, Toowoomba
10am-5pm daily Friday to Tuesday (Closed Wed & Thurs)
E: sales@geoffgibsonhomes.com.au
P: 07 4635 9049
M: 0417 458 733 Rick (Green Smart Accredited)

Signed:

Smart Design...
Smarter Living.
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